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American Airlines Joins White House to Distribute
COVID-19 Vaccine Globally
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FORT WORTH, Texas — As part of the White House initiative to share at least 80 million U.S. vaccine doses globally

this summer, American Airlines moved 1.5 million coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine doses from Chicago O’Hare

International Airport (ORD) to La Aurora International Airport (GUA) in Guatemala City on a Boeing 777-200 aircraft.

The shipment departed ORD this morning.
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Airline donates cargo �ight to deliver vaccines to Guatemala

FORT WORTH, Texas — As part of the White House initiative to share at least 80 million U.S. vaccine doses globally

this summer, American Airlines moved 1.5 million coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine doses from Chicago O’Hare

International Airport (ORD) to La Aurora International Airport (GUA) in Guatemala City on a Boeing 777-200 aircraft.

The shipment departed ORD this morning.

In close consultation with the White House COVID-19 task force, American’s Cargo team worked with

pharmaceutical partners and trucking logistics specialists to move the shipment of vaccinations from a distribution

site in Kentucky to American’s cargo terminal at ORD. The shipments were loaded onto the 777-200 and �ew on a

special donated cargo-only nonstop �ight to GUA.

“We commend President Biden and the White House for their commitment to distribute life-saving vaccines to

people around the world to bring an end to the COVID-19 pandemic, and our team is proud to have a hand in the

e�ort and deliver vaccines to Guatemala,” said American Airlines President Robert Isom. “We are grateful to our
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team for the work they’ve done throughout the pandemic to keep the country moving and deliver critical supplies.”

American moved its �rst shipment of COVID-19 vaccines in December 2020. Since the beginning of the pandemic,

American has leveraged its internationally recognized climate-controlled shipping solutions to �y more than 9,400

cargo only �ights moving everything from vaccines and pharmaceuticals to perishable and agricultural goods.

With specialized facilities and its team of certi�ed life-sciences experts, American handles temperature-critical

shipments in more than 150 cities in 46 countries, and also operates the largest temperature-controlled

pharmaceutical shipping facility for airlines in the United States. This level of expert care has earned American the

International Air Transport Association’s prestigious Center of Excellence for Independent Validators in

Pharmaceutical Logistics (CEIV Pharma) certi�cation — the premier distinction for airlines that have established the

tools, procedures and sta�ng to ensure life sciences products are properly handled and arrive at their destination

fully e�ective.

Resources

American’s temperature-controlled facilities

American’s ExpediteTC program

Pallets containing 1.5 million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine wait at American's Chicago O'Hare (ORD) Cargo facility

to be loaded onto the �ight to Guatemala City (GUA).
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The COVID-19 vaccine doses are loaded into the cargo compartment of the Boeing 777-200 aircraft.
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About American Airlines Group
 

American’s purpose is to care for people on life’s journey. Shares of American Airlines Group Inc. trade on Nasdaq

under the ticker symbol AAL and the company’s stock is included in the S&P 500. Learn more about what’s

happening at American by visiting news.aa.com and connect with American on Twitter @AmericanAir and at

Facebook.com/AmericanAirlines.

About American Airlines Cargo
 

American Airlines Cargo provides one of the largest cargo networks in the world with cargo terminals and interline

connections across the globe. Every day, American transports cargo between major cities in the United States,

Europe, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, Latin America and Asia.
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